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Blast freeze your product up
to 17% faster with Freezer
Spacers from Cherry’s

Increase your freezing
efficiency...
Increase product quality...
Extend product shelf life...
Lower handling and
energy cost...
Have Cherry’s set you up
with your new freezer
spacers today!

www.freezerspacer.com
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eep your product safe and improve your freezing efficiency with freezer spacers from Cherry’s.
Our products are ideal for cold storage facilities, meat processing plants, and anywhere
else where extreme temperatures are necessary for product freshness. Millions of Cherry’s
freezer spacers are used each day in blast freezing operations to increase airflow, improve
cold conductivity, and ensure uniform freezing throughout the pallet. We offer a great variety of
different designs and capabilities—all created to keep loads stable, improve air flow, and keep
products fresh and undamaged. Visit freezerspacer.com or give us a call at 800-350-0011 to
learn what Cherry’s can do for you!

MD Egg Crate Freezer Spacer (PEFS-MED)
Quick Overview
Medium-duty plastic freezer spacer, handling loads up to 1,800 lbs.
100% recyclable.

Product Description
This 40” x 48” egg crate design freezer spacer weighs a mere 4.5
lbs, but is capable of handling loads of up to 1,800 lbs. Constructed
of polyethylene and equipped with multi-directional air flow, this
spacer is built to handle the extreme temperatures of cold storage
and meat processing facilities.

HD Egg Crate Freezer Spacer (PEFS-HD)
Quick Overview
Heavy-duty plastic freezer spacer, handling loads up to 3,600 lbs.
100% recyclable.

Product Description
This 40” x 48” egg crate design freezer spacer features a nonporous design, allowing for easy cleaning. Made of polyethylene,
its design allows for multi-directional air flow, improving freezing
efficiency. This unit is ideal for cold storage and meat processing
facilities. Weighing only 5 lbs., these spacers are easy to handle
while capable of carrying loads up to 3,600 lbs.

ID Strips
ID strips are used to help customers determine their freezer spacers among others.
Available in a blue, yellow, green or red for our MED, HD, and MAXI models.

Maxi Freezer Spacer (PEFS-MAXI)
Quick Overview
Maxi-air flow plastic freezer spacer, handling loads up to 3,600 lbs.
100% recyclable.

Product Description
This 40” x 48” maxi freezer spacer increases freezer efficiency
with both vertical and horizontal air flow design. Light-weight and
durable, it is designed to handle the extreme temperature and
environmental abuse of both freezing and tempering applications.
Made from nonporous polyethylene, these units can be easily
cleaned with either steam or pressurized water. These nestable
spacers also save money on freight costs and take up less storage
space.

Structural Foam Plastic Freezer Spacer
(2547002 and 2547003)
Quick Overview
Heavy-duty structural foam plastic freezer spacer, handling loads
up to 3,600 lbs.

Product Description
This 40” x 48” rigid freezer spacer has been structural foam
molded for extra strength and durability, providing superior freezing
and tempering capabilities for soft, wet, and/or dense layers. Made
of HDPE, the thick lattice design supports unstable layers, improves
air flow, and prevents impressions in fresh product. Ideal for
freezing and/or tempering red meat, poulty, and fish, or for cooling
hot filled-food items.

Related Products

Freezer Spacer Remover:
Our PSR series features hydraulic
controls, ground-level entry, and
special freezer ratings to remove
freezer spacers and pallets from
storage in mere seconds.

Freezer Spacer Washer:
Stainless steel washing equipment
cleans freezer spacers, wood, plastic,
and aluminum pallets, and more!
Minimize the risk of food contamination
and keep your equipment sanitary.

Pallet Wedge:
Safely and efficiently square stacks
of pallets and freezer spacers with
the Cherry’s pallet wedge.

Stretch Wrapper:
Our turntable and overheard wrappers
automatically wrap products with 200%
pre-stretch material, stabilizing loads
and reducing product damage, saving
you thousands of dollars.

Buyers Guide

Model

PEFS-MED
MD Egg Crate Freezer Spacer

PEFS-HD
HD Egg Crate Freezer Spacer

PEFS-MAXI
Maxi Freezer Spacer

2547002, 2547003
Structural Foam Plastic FS

Brand

SFB Plastics

SFB Plastics

SFB Plastics

Orbis

Capacity

1,800 lbs.

3,600 lbs.

3,600 lbs.

3,600 lbs.

Size

40” x 48” x 1.25”

40” x 48” x 1.25”

40” x 48” x 2.25”

40” x 48” x 1.5”

Weight

4.5 lbs.

5 lbs.

7.5 lbs.

15.5 lbs.

Shipping class

65

65

65

150

Shipping stack

500

350

200

56

Mil thickness

0.060

0.065

0.100

—

Cureslip Option

Yes

Yes

—

—

More Solutions from Cherry’s
Automation for Inserting and Removing Freezer Spacers
High-quality automation equipment takes over the “manhandling” of pallets and product on the loading dock,
allowing you to accept deliveries 24/7, speed up your unloading processes, and reduce workplace injuries.

Automation for Removing
Cherry’s inline system improves warehouse processes to more efficiently use
fewer employees to unload blast cells, remove freezer spacers, stretch wrap
loads, and load trucks. Our in-feed parallel conveyors transition product into the
PSR and discharge at 90º into a stretch wrapper—reducing pallet handling by
50%, freeing up dock space, and lowering the number of workplace injuries.

Automation for Inserting
With semi-automatic operation and automatic clamping, tilting, and
conveying, our robotic systems work efficiently to save you time and
money. Every layer of boxes can be moved as one unit, speeding up your
stocking processes and significantly reducing your labor costs. Get a great
return on your investment— average payback is within 12-18 months!

Need more help:
600 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Give us a call at 800-350-0011
Email sales@cherrysind.com
or visit FreezerSpacer.com

800-350-0011
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